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"This book is the first in-depth study of one of the most revered
pieces of American furniture, and its equally revered creators. The
Eames Lounge Chair explores the design in detail, shedding new light
on its development and construction, and on the role played by Ray
Eames in its genesis. In situating the Lounge Chair in its cultural,
social, and historical contexts, the book reveals its provocative
positioning in relation to Modernism and the trajectory of twentieth
century design, through its combination of traditional and modern
materials, mechanical production, and hand-finishing. The personal
and professional recollections of those who knew Charles and Ray
Eames confirm the Lounge Chair's enduring appeal and powerful
presence, from its arrival - to critical acclaim - in the mid-1950s,
when it promised a more comfortable life to postwar Americans, to its
latterday appearance in fiction and film as an icon of "Mid-Century
Modern" design - and a key indicator of design awareness." "With more
than two hundred illustrations, including a superb photographic essay
and previously unpublished drawings, film stills, and personal
correspondence, this book is the definitive survey of the Lounge
Chair and a tribute to its remarkable creators, who, above all, "took
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their pleasures seriously." The Eames Lounge Chair is essential
reading for anyone interested in Modernist design."--BOOK JACKET.
Was heißt Kreatives Schreiben? Wo ist es entstanden? Was umfassen
dessen Theorien und wie gestaltet sich seine Praxis? Für welche
Felder ist Kreatives Schreiben relevant und in welcher Form? Der Band
liefert eine medien-, kultur- und literaturwissenschaftlich
orientierte Einführung, die nicht nur handwerkliche Aspekte
behandelt, sondern auch die systematische Geschichte seines
Gegenstands skizziert - von den Anfängen des Creative Writing in den
Vereinigten Staaten Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts bis hin zu seiner
akademischen (Neu-)Entdeckung in Fachwissenschaft, Fachdidaktik und
gestalterischer Anwendung. Dazu wird in die Systematik wie in die
Methodik und das grundlegend interdisziplinäre Potential des
Kreativen Schreibens vor dem Hintergrund der theoretischen
Beschäftigung eingeführt, um Fragen der Ästhetik ebenso zu
berücksichtigen wie Modelle und Prozesse der Schreibvermittlung, der
Pädagogik bzw. der ästhetischen Bildung.
Josef Müller-Brockmann
A Guide to Creating Iconic Brand Identities
Thinking with Type
A5/06 - HfG Ulm
Basics Typography 01: Virtual Typography
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Offers an overview of more than 40 years of Stankowski's work. This book introduces
the reader to the historical development of signs, beginning with the arrow and
honing in on Stankowski's individual aesthetics and applications. It presents sketches,
drawings, and graphic designs.
Abstracts of journal articles, books, essays, exhibition catalogs, dissertations, and
exhibition reviews. The scope of ARTbibliographies Modern extends from artists and
movements beginning with Impressionism in the late 19th century, up to the most
recent works and trends in the late 20th century. Photography is covered from its
invention in 1839 to the present. A particular emphasis is placed upon adding new
and lesser-known artists and on the coverage of foreign-language literature.
Approximately 13,000 new entries are added each year. Published with title LOMA
from 1969-1971.
The first major biography of the iconic actor Henry Fonda, a story of stardom,
manhood, and the American character Henry Fonda's performances̶in The Grapes
of Wrath, Young Mr. Lincoln, The Lady Eve, 12 Angry Men, On Golden Pond̶helped
define "American" in the twentieth century. He worked with movie masters from Ford
and Sturges to Hitchcock and Leone. He was a Broadway legend. He fought in World
War II and was loved the world over. Yet much of his life was rage and struggle. Why
did Fonda marry five times̶tempestuously to actress Margaret Sullavan, tragically to
heiress Frances Brokaw, mother of Jane and Peter? Was he a man of integrity, worthy
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of the heroes he played, or the harsh father his children describe, the iceman who
went onstage hours after his wife killed herself? Why did suicide shadow his life and
art? What memories troubled him so? McKinney's Fonda is dark, complex, fascinating,
and a product of glamour and acclaim, early losses and Midwestern demons̶a man
haunted by what he'd seen, and by who he was.
Photographs from Storyville, the Red-light District of New Orleans
ABM
AGI annals
Anton Stankowski 06
The Life and Work of Henry Fonda
Arts Magazine

For designers working in every medium, layout is arguable the
most basic, and most important, element. Effective layout is
essential to communication and enables the end user to not
only be drawn in with an innovative design but to digest
information easily. Making and Breaking the Grid is a
comprehensive layout design workshop that assumes that in
order to effectively break the rules of grid-based design, one
must first understand those rules and see them applies to realPage 4/13
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world projects. Text reveals top designersÆ work in process
and rationale. Projects with similar characteristics are linked
through a simple notational system that encourages
exploration and comparison of structure ideas. Also included
are historical overviews that summarize the development of
layout concepts, both grid-based and non-grid based, in
modern design practice.
This visual and textual study of lynchings that took place in
California between 1850 and 1935 shows that race-based
lynching in the United States reached far beyond the South.
There are a lot of books out there that show collections of
logos. But David Airey’s “Logo Design Love” is something
different: it’s a guide for designers (and clients) who want to
understand what this mysterious business is all about. Written
in reader-friendly, concise language, with a minimum of
designer jargon, Airey gives a surprisingly clear explanation of
the process, using a wide assortment of real-life examples to
support his points. Anyone involved in creating visual
identities, or wanting to learn how to go about it, will find this
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book invaluable. - Tom Geismar, Chermayeff & Geismar In Logo
Design Love, Irish graphic designer David Airey brings the best
parts of his wildly popular blog of the same name to the
printed page. Just as in the blog, David fills each page of this
simple, modern-looking book with gorgeous logos and real
world anecdotes that illustrate best practices for designing
brand identity systems that last. David not only shares his
experiences working with clients, including sketches and final
results of his successful designs, but uses the work of many
well-known designers to explain why well-crafted brand
identity systems are important, how to create iconic logos, and
how to best work with clients to achieve success as a designer.
Contributors include Gerard Huerta, who designed the logos
for Time magazine and Waldenbooks; Lindon Leader, who
created the current FedEx brand identity system as well as the
CIGNA logo; and many more. Readers will learn: Why one logo
is more effective than another How to create their own iconic
designs What sets some designers above the rest Best
practices for working with clients 25 practical design tips for
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creating logos that last
A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Students
Visualisierungen im freien und angewandten Bereich; Ulmer
Museum 24. November 1991-6. Januar 1992
The Man Who Saw a Ghost
Malerei u. visuelle Information
Eine Auswahl von Photographien
Principles of Two-Dimensional Design
"Thinking with Type is to typography what Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time is to physics."—I
Love Typography The best-selling Thinking with Type in a revised and expanded second edition: Thinking
with Type is the definitive guide to using typography in visual communication. Ellen Lupton provides clear
and focused guidance on how letters, words, and paragraphs should be aligned, spaced, ordered, and shaped.
The book covers all typography essentials, from typefaces and type families, to kerning and tracking, to using
a grid. Visual examples show how to be inventive within systems of typographic form, including what the
rules are, and how to break them. This revised edition includes forty-eight pages of new content with the
latest information on: style sheets for print and the web the use of ornaments and captions lining
and non-lining numerals the use of small caps and enlarged capitals mixing typefaces font formats
and font licensing Plus, new eye-opening demonstrations of basic typography design with letters, helpful
exercises, and dozens of additional illustrations. Thinking with Type is the typography book for everyone:
designers, writers, editors, students, and anyone else who works with words. If you love font and lettering
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books, Ellen Lupton's guide reveals the way typefaces are constructed and how to use them most effectively.
Fans of Thinking with Type will love Ellen Lupton's new book Extra Bold: A Feminist, Inclusive, Anti-racist,
Nonbinary Field Guide for Graphic Designers.
A stunning collection of fifty-two dramatic tritone portrait photographs captures the world of prostitutes in
New Orleans during the early twentieth century, accompanied by an incisive critical analysis of the enigmatic
photographer and his work. 10,000 first printing.
A new edition showing the work of one of the most famous Swiss designers: a comprehensive overview of his
oeuvre. This illustrated essay traces the history of one of the leading exponents of "Swiss Graphic Design" in
the 1950s and 1960s. Josef Mu ller- Brockmann's posters have become world famous for their ability to
convey information with great visual tension, a sense of drama, and an extreme economy of means. He
created a body of work in which timeless principles of visual communication are inscribed. In addition to the
posters, the image part presents examples of logotypes, appearances, and exhibitions as well as numerous
lesser-known works in chronological order. 396 illustrations
Eine Einführung
A Graphic Design Layout Workshop
Buch Journal
Swiss Graphic Design
eine Auswahl von Photographien, 1927-1939/1954
Concise Hisotry of the Ulm School of Design
100 Years of Swiss Graphic Design takes a fresh look at Swiss typography and photographics, posters, corporate image design, book design, journalism and typefaces over the
past hundred years. With illuminating essays by prominent experts in the field and captivating
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illustrations, this book, designed by the Zurich studio NORM, presents the diversity of
contemporary visual design while also tracing the fine lines of tradition that connect the work of
different periods. The changes in generations and paradigms as manifested in their different
visual languages and convictions are organized along a timeline as well as by theme. The
various fields of endeavor and media are described, along with how they relate to advertising,
art, and politics. Graphic design from Switzerland reflects both itnernational trends and local
concerns. High conceptual and formal quality, irony and wit are its constant companions. A
new, comprehensive reference work on Swiss design.
Anton Stankowski ISBN 3-7757-1743-9 / 978-3-7757-1743-4 Hardcover, 9.75 x 12.75 in. / 408
pgs / 681 color and 338 b&w. / U.S. $80.00 CDN $96.00 August / Design
The Ulm School of Design (HfG Ulm) ranks among the world's most important institutions of
the 20th century in modernist design. The meaning of design today cannot be understood
without considering the developments at HfG. This massive impact of the HfG is all the more
astounding, considering that it existed for only 15 years, from 1953 to 1968. This book provides
a contextual and broadly illustrated history of the HfG Ulm.
Corporate Design Programs
6 Serigrafien
An Icon of Modern Design
Good Research Practice in Non-Clinical Pharmacology and Biomedicine
Leon Polk Smith, 100 Jahre - Suche
Air Force Register
This open access book, published under a CC BY 4.0 license in the Pubmed indexed book series
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Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology, provides up-to-date information on best practice to
improve experimental design and quality of research in non-clinical pharmacology and
biomedicine.
Originally published: London: Laurence King Pub., 2006.
Principles of Two-Dimensional Design
100 Years of Swiss Graphic Design
Signs, applied aesthetics
The Eames Lounge Chair
Contemporary Designers
1927 - 1939/54
Aspekte visueller Wahrnehmung
In Logo Design Love, Irish graphic designer David Airey brings the best parts of his
wildly popular blog of the same name to the printed page. Just as in the blog, David fills
each page of this simple, modern-looking book with gorgeous logos and real world
anecdotes that illustrate best practices for designing brand identity systems that last.
Boasting well over 6,000 contributors from 12 countries, the Dictionary offers its
readers authoritative and comprehensive global coverage. A resource for both art and
cultural studies, the Dictionary serves as a unique guide to all the visual arts: painting,
sculpture, architecture, photography, drawing, printmaking, as well as the decorative
arts. The Dictionary ranges far both geographically and historically; it features
unparalleled coverage of Africa, Southeast Asia, Central Asia and Mongolia, China,
India, the Islamic world, Japan, Korea, Native North America, Pacific and Aboriginal
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Australia, Pre-Columbian America, Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, the Ancient Near
East, and Ancient Rome. Providing depth as well as breadth, The Dictionary of Art
examines important art forms and key issues of design, taste, function, and patronage,
illuminating them in light of the cultural context in which they developed.
The painter, photographer and commercial artist Anton Stankowski was born in 1906 in
Gelsenkirchen, Germany, and now lives in Stuttgart. The basic concepts for his work
developed out of the context of the 1920s. Lasting impressions were made on him
especially by the New Objectivity, the Russian avant-garde, the Stijl movement, and the
theoretical concepts of the Bauhaus. Stankowski was a dedicated proponent of the
unity of free and applied art. For the field of commercial art, this approach logically
entails the most demanding of artistic expectations. In advertising, he utterly
renounces decorative elements and concentrates, in the visual realization of the
information to be conveyed, on objective and compressed representation. In his
photography, this approach leads to the nearing of reality in an immediate form of
presentation befitting this medium. Stankowski's street scenes created at the end of
the 1920s clearly reveal the demands he imposed in this respect. Stankowski is
considered a predecessor of the "Züricher Konkrete," and of the "Neue Fotografie."
These movements turned away from stylized artistic photography as it had been
cultivated by conservative photographers since the beginning of this century.
Commercial art and photography, however, are not the only fields in which Stankowski
has become involved. He has increasingly dedicated himself to painting and has shown
his works in a number of exhibitions since the 1970s. His earliest paintings date from
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about 1925.
Durch die Augen in den Sinn
Anton Stankowski
The British Library General Catalogue of Printed Books, 1986 to 1987
Visual Presentation of Invisible Processes
Making and Breaking the Grid
Contemporary Art and Culture

Basics Typography: Virtual Typography addresses a fundamentally
new form of typographical communication. The book explores the
visual arrangement of words and letters in the context of multimedia.
Here, this arrangement is not simply a spatial positioning of text
information it is also bound by time. The increasing use of moving,
virtual type can help to harmonise this time-based presentation of
words on screen. The book touches on work from a variety of
designers, including Channel 4 and Pentagram Design. This will
provide an excellent introduction to the latest methods in
typographical and visual communication.
Parnass
A. Stankowski
The Dictionary of Art
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Bellocq
Galerie Hoffmann, Görbelheimer Mühle, 20. + 21.5.2006-3.12.2006;
Anton Stankowski, 100 Jahre - Freude am Experiment
Frei und Angewandt 1925-1995
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